Diffusion Tensor Imaging of remaining brain after long term hemispherectomy
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INTRODUCTION: The human white matter consist of three types of axonal tracts: the association (cortico-cortical), projection (cortical - subcortical), and commissural (right-left) tracts. These tracts tend to be segregated in the deep white matter areas but are intermingled in the peripheral white matter regions. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is capable of delineating the macroscopic architectures of the white matter, although it has severe limitations in deciphering the complicated axonal trajectories in the peripheral white matter regions. For human white matter connectivity studies, secondary (Wallerian) degeneration after brain lesions has been a major problem. In this study, we investigated the white matter architecture of hemispherectomy patients using DTI. Our hypothesis is removal of the commissural tracts should cause: 1) severe secondary degeneration in the ipsilateral projection and contralateral commissural fibers, and 2) simplification of the white matter structures contralateral to the hemispherectomy.

METHODS: 11 post-hemispherectomy patients (8 with right hemispherectomy) and 11 healthy controls paired by age and gender were included in this study. The previous conditions that clinically indicated the hemispherectomy were intractable seizures by stroke, dysplasia or Rasmussen encephalitis. Patients' ages ranged from 1.75 to 13.6 years-old at surgery (mean 6.3) and they were scanned between 2 and 18 years after surgery (mean 9.5). Images were acquired using a 1.5T scanner with b=700s/mm². After skull strip, we segmented the brain taking off the remaining parts of the removed hemisphere. Nonlinear transformations between each subject’s data and a single subject atlas (that also had one hemisphere removed, the same as in the subject) were obtained using fractional anisotropy (FA) and b0 based (dual contrast) Large Deformation Diffeomorphic Metric Mapping (LDDMM). The atlas contains detailed parcellation of 176 white and gray matter structures. By warping our atlas to each subject original space we measured size, FA, apparent coefficient diffusion (ADC), parallel diffusivity (λ1), the primary eigenvalue) and perpendicular diffusivity (λ2, i.e., the average of the secondary and tertiary eigenvalues). This approach is called atlas-based analysis (ABA) hereafter. The same parameters were also analyzed by a voxel-based analysis (VBA). In this case, we used the Jacobian determinants of the LDDMM matrix to access differences in brain sizes. Wilcoxon Rank Sum test was carried out to access differences between groups (p value < 0.05) after correction for multiple comparisons by false discovery ratio.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION: Figure 1 and 2 show the results of the VBA. The overall anatomical changes detected by the VBA analysis agreed with visual evaluation, such as increased extra-cerebral spaces and decreased sizes of the ipsilateral cortico-spinal tract (CST) and the cerebral peduncle and the contralateral corpus callosum (CC) and cerebellar peduncles (Figure 1). These size changes were also accompanied by decreased FA and increased T2 and ADC (Figure 2) in the CST and the CC, but not always in the other areas with the size reduction. Interestingly, FA of the ascending sensory tracts (the medial lemniscii) is not significantly affected. If abnormality occurs along individual tracts, the ABA approach may provide higher sensitivity by averaging all pixels that belong to the same white matter structure (Figure 3). The results were similar to those by VBA, but abnormal areas with statistical significance extended to the frontal lobe white matter, the cingulum, the thalamus, the cortex, and the corticofugal cerebellum. While FA was decreased in the abnormal white matter regions, many gray matter structures, including the cortex far from surgical area, lenticular nucleus, and caudate had increased FA, which might represent reduction of the complexity of axonal architectures in these regions. One unexpected finding is the unchanged FA in the corona radiata regions where the corpus callosum and projection fibers are merged and FA is typically low. We hypothesized increased FA in these regions because of the lack of the commissural tracts and less “mixing fibers”. However, our study didn’t observe increased FA, challenging the current notion of “fiber mixing areas” of these low FA regions in the corona radiata.

CONCLUSION: The normalization-based study of hemispherectomy patients clearly identified Wallerian degeneration of the white matter. The study also detected increased FA in the gray matter structures. Unexpected results included the lack of FA abnormalities in the medials lemnisci and “fiber mixing areas” in the corona radiata.
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